
Excelling in the VUCA world



The VUCA world
The magnitude and pace of change we are experiencing 
today is unprecedented. Organizations are getting swamped 
by a multitude of changes and it is affecting the way they 
operate. These put an urgent demand on organizations to 
transform themselves or else they may sink into oblivion. 
Organizations are required to visualize, anticipate and factor 
in these changes / trends in the strategies they are creating 
for future to stay relevant in this highly Volatile, Uncertain, 
Complex and Ambiguous environment called … VUCA.

The term VUCA originated with the United States Army War 
College to describe challenging war conditions. Further 
explained,

Volatility is the quality of being subject to frequent, rapid and 
significant change.

Uncertainty is a component of that situation, in which events 
and outcomes are unpredictable.

Complexity involves a multiplicity of issues and factors, some 
of which may be intricately interconnected.

Ambiguity is manifested in lack of clarity and the difficulty of 
understanding exactly what the situation is.

Excelling in the VUCA world

Employees are the biggest asset and key human resource to lead an organization in any 
environment. The rising rate of change in the world around us disturbs our inner equilibrium in 
the way we experience life. Similarly in an organization, imposing multitude of changes in too 
little time, can cause fatigue, insecurity and associated drop in performance levels of employees. 
Organizations need to be prepared for these shocks and must have a strategy to protect against 
the damaging impact.

Responding to these external changes, through continuous internal transformations, is 
the hallmark of an alert and future ready organization capable of riding the VUCA wave.



Our take on 

‘How to Excel in VUCA World’

Let’s take an analogy as depicted in the picture above: 

The ship is the organization that is experiencing Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity 
created by high intensity of winds of change triggered by powerful Mega Trends.

The strong anchor is Emotional Intelligence of the leadership and employees which can help in 
keeping the ship stable in turbulent waters. 

The crew of ship is continuously assessing the speed and direction of winds of change. It is then 
carefully adjusting its sail to leverage these forces and moving forward with even greater speed 
towards destination.

The exponentially increasing rapid pace of change experienced by the organizations is caused by none 
other than powerful Mega Trends like IoT, Artificial Intelligence, Virtual & Augmented Reality, Blockchain, 
Connected Living, Urbanization, Sustainability, Innovating to Zero, Shared Economy, M-health, 3D & 
4D printing, Mobility etc. These Mega Trends are bringing winds of change that are blowing rapidly 
across the globe today and organizations are caught in these winds.

Mega Trends causing these changes can be disruptive if ignored or transformative if we can learn to 
adapt and leverage these with positive mindset. These changes will surely test an organization's ability 
to handle them like never before. Adapting these changes and managing conflicts arising at workplace 
while staying on course towards organizational goals is the need of the hour.
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An Emotionally Intelligent organization, cognisant of rapidly changing environment and 
willing to adapt and lead, soars high and sets new bench marks.



As an organization, you gain immensely and benefits you derive are listed below:

Get acquainted with the VUCA factors impacting your business.
Understand the relevant Mega Trends that offer great opportunities for transformation or may pose 
challenges to cause serious disruption.
Develop emotionally intelligent organization to weather the effects of change and potential conflicts.
In-depth assessment of desired competencies and organization’s readiness that is crucial for success. 
This exercise also uncovers many organizational blind spots e.g. availability of competencies that an 
organization is either not aware of or has not leveraged.
Consensual roadmap for journey towards shared vision, leveraging Mega Trends and organizational 
competencies with clearly defined ownership and accountability of employees. 
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TRANSFORMING POTENTIAL TO PERFORMANCE

Workshop Design
by Bodhi Nexus

Organizational Benefits

Bodhi Nexus has taken a holistic view and proposes a multi-day comprehensive workshop 
with carefully designed modules. Since collaborative efforts are the key to get any 
work accomplished to perfection, the need for team-building has never been 
greater. Thus, focus on building strong team will flow throughout the 
workshop modules and activities.
A sneak peek at the workshop flow is offered below:

1. Relationship Building – activities to bring everyone together and create 
harmony and consensus for collaborative work, a key to success.

2. Emotional Intelligence - develops self and social awareness, improves group dynamics, 
enhances relationship management skills, uncovers blind spots etc.

3. Change Management - prepares to accept and adapt the rapid changes quickly to stay alert 
and alive in the organizational context.

4. Brainstorming Mega Trends - understanding relevant mega trends, their impact and how to leverage 
them in context of business. (Bodhi Nexus presents well researched trends to kick start discussion)

5. Competency Assessment – identify top competencies needed and assessing employees on these 
competencies (via a skills matrix). Prepare plans to bridge the competency gaps for Organization 
Readiness. 

6. Prepare roadmap for future - a group exercise that excites and leads everyone to co-create roadmap 
for future considering all the above factors. The actionable outcomes are short, medium and 
long-term plans with ownership and accountability.


